
South East Poolies News - March 2020!

Well the world has certainly changed since the last
newsletter was written. These are worrying times for the
world in general, not just football clubs. As a branch we are
trying to support both the club and each other. I had been
hoping to use this newsletter to talk more about the

upcoming Pool & Darts competition, as well getting excited about a possible
Wembley trip. Who knows what the future holds, but once we are through this
period we will once again get back to doing what we enjoy most, mainly moaning
about football!

In the meantime the newsletter is probably a bit shorter than usual (there is not
much going on to be fair!), but has information on a few little things that we have
been doing during the lock-down.

Niko Muir 
We are saddened to hear the sad news last week
of the passing of Niko’s Mam. This will be a very
difficult period for the whole family and I have no
doubt that she would have been proud not only of
what he has achieved, but also of the person he
has become. Terry ‘El Tel’ Sengelow has kindly
shared a picture he had taken with her at Orient. R.I.P. Bev.

Local NHS Heroes 
One thing that has become apparent is that clubs at all
levels are facing significant shortfalls in revenue
streams, including season tickets and commercial

income. Donations are great, but they really are a very short-term fix and won’t
help to address the impending recession that is likely to follow this period. As a
branch we are setting up a page where donations can be made to purchase a
Hospitality Box for a game. At this seasons prices they cost £650 (inc VAT),
which covers;
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The box will be for the use of local NHS staff as a thank you for everything they
have done during the coronavirus outbreak. We are very aware that there are
many other heroes who are at risk in front facing roles including, but not
exclusively; Police, Care Homes, Prisons, Border Force, Supermarket,
Pharmacies, the list really is endless. However this will be reserved for the
heroes of the NHS, ensuring that they will have a day to remember as a thank
you.

The fund has already had donations of £40 but the SEP will add to that to take the
opening amount to £100.

If you would like to donate then please do so here.

Weekly Football Card 
Those who have come across the SEP at away games will probably know that
we always run football cards, usually with 80 teams costing £1 each. 50% goes to
the winner and the other 50% goes to our branch funds, which is used for the
HUFC Youth Development. We have decided to run this on a weekly basis during
the lockdown, which will enable us to hand over a larger amount when the time
comes. It is small pennies in the grand scheme of things, but as the well-known
saying goes, “Every Little Helps”. Unbelievably the first 5 weeks sold out in a
matter of a couple of hours adding £200 to the pot.

Winners 
* Sutton United (away game) - Andy Bodman 
* Week 1 - Andy Bodman (Fix!) 
* Week 2 - Stu Miller (Even bigger fix!)

Thank you to all who have taken part and the winners will continue to be
advertised in this newsletter.

Football Pub Quiz 
A few of us have got together to have a Thursday night
WhatsApp quiz. These have been tough going and
separated the men from the boys! The winners so far
have been:
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Thank you to those who have taken part, it has been a
great laugh and a welcome relief. I believe that Alan
Drew is due to host this weeks, so a huge thank you to
him for taking the time to do so.

Finances 
We currently have over £1,300 in funds, of which we will be using £60 towards
the Local HNS Heroes fundraising. As previously mentioned, we will be driving
these efforts whilst the club is unable to generate income, in order to maximise
our donation. However we are also aware that during this period there are many
people who are experiencing loss of, or lower income, and are mindful of not
making people feel obligated.

Social Media/Website 
Former Pools goalkeeper, Andy Rafferty is now an NHS Hero in his role as a
Paramedic. He has kindly taken the time to answer some questions for us, which
will be going onto our site in the near future. Thank you to Andy for not only taking
the time to do this, but for everything that he does in such a vital role.

Upcoming Events

You’re having a laugh aren’t you?



General 
At this moment there isn’t really much else to say other than to stay safe and
thank you to those who are in frontline or key worker positions.

If you have any ideas, suggestions or even better want to add any articles, then
please just get in touch or email.

Thank you all for your time,

Never Say Die

Stu Miller 
www.southeastpoolies.com
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